
Honors English II Summer Reading 2020 
 

Welcome to Honors English II.  For this year's summer reading, you will be responsible for only one book.  
This year you will be reading To Kill A Mockingbird by Harper Lee.  
 
Below is a list of issues and topics that you will encounter throughout your reading of To Kill A Mockingbird.  
As you read the story, identify the issues and provide thorough explanations for each, in Open 
Response/paragraph form.  Please also include textual evidence for support (be sure to properly cite your textual 
examples).  The response for each prompt/question should be typed, double spaced, written in complete 
sentences & at least ¼ page in length.   
 

1.  Tom Robinson’s Innocence (explain the conflicts surrounding this topic): 
 

2.  Social Classes (explain the division(s)- hint- it is NOT only black vs. white): 
 

3.  Mrs. Dubose’s Morphine addiction (what is the lesson learned?): 
 

4.  Jem and Scout’s relationship with Boo Radley (how does it develop?): 
 

5.  Atticus’s character (what does he stand for?): 
 

6.  Prejudice(s): Identify 3 different examples.  What lessons are to be learned? 
 

7.  The importance of education: find examples showing the different values placed upon education 
throughout the story.  

 
8.  Friendship: identify 3 different friendships in the story and the role they play: 

 
9.  Sacrifice: discuss several different examples of sacrifices that were made throughout the story: 

 
10.  Identify at least 3 quotes from the book that stood out to you.  Explain the meaning behind them and 

why you chose them.   
 
These 10 items will be a starting point for guiding our discussions and you will also be given a quiz on the book 
when we return to school.  In addition, the topics within this book will tie in to our research paper unit which we 
will also be starting at the beginning of the school year.  You will find the grading rubric for your summer 
reading responses on the following page. 
 
 
 
 
 
 

RUBRIC FOR SUMMER READING RESPONSES 



3 EXEMPLARY   
The student writes meaningful responses,  using  relevant textual evidence that is  thoroughly 
explained. The responses demonstrate critical analysis with no plot summary. 

 

2 PROFICIENT   
The student writes responses that are relevant and acceptable.   
The responses are not as thorough as exemplary responses are and may be based more on plot 
summary than critical analysis. 

 

1 NEEDS IMPROVEMENT   

The student demonstrates little evidence of active reading or critical analysis.    
Responses are primarily plot summary instead of analysis. 

 

      0 UNSATISFACTORY    
The student does not complete the assignment. 

 


